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1. Overview of DCS
A report by a Belgian research institute on the Anonymity and Privacy in Electronic Service
(APES) project shows a high demand for privacy and anonymity across industries,
categorizing anonymity applications into anonymous communication, anonymous publishing,
anonymous browsing, anonymous payments, anonymous voting, anonymous auctions and
legal. And says that decentralized blockchain anonymity solutions are a privacy best practice.

Current systems such as Monero, Zcash, Dash and PIVX are typical applications of
anonymous payments. They propose various privacy-preserving solutions for consumer
payment scenarios using cryptographic algorithms such as Ring Signature, Cryptonight or a
combination thereof, in order to address Bitcoin's privacy-preserving flaws. Monero uses
cryptographic addresses and ring signatures, which are highly dependent on the transaction
environment and involve many cryptographic operations, and its security and convenience
need to be improved. Zcash sets up a "master node" to perform "coinjoin" and other
operations to achieve semi-anonymous transactions, which is simple to operate. PIVX's
solution is a decentralized coin-mixing transaction that attempts to improve on the
anonymity of user transactions.

Decentralized Data Crypto System (hereinafter referred to as DCS) is the practice of blind
signature hybrid coin theory, dedicated to solving the current anonymity protocol commonly
existing efficiency, security and convenience deficiencies. DCS is a cross chain anonymous
privacy protocol developed on BSC smart contract, compatible with multi-chain architecture,
without

the need for third-party trust and with the advantages of BSC cross-chain, high efficiency
and low cost, can be deployed lightly across chains to provide strong support for anonymous
asset release, privacy transmission and interoperability. DCS is also developing in the
direction of platform and is committed to protecting users' privacy and data security by using
various applications built on the platform.

DCS proposes the Mix-ZK protocol, which integrates the principles of "mixed data structure"
and "zero- knowledge concise non-interactive knowledge argumentation (zk- SNARK)". The
DCS code is open to the public, and further enhances the privacy of hybrid coins compared
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to hybrid coin projects based on zero knowledge proof; the resolution is transparent, the
smart contract is automatically executed, and it is completely decentralized while providing
users with digital asset security and privacy solutions, creating a new transaction model that
is decentralized, hidden, secure, shared and mutually beneficial.

In addition to solving the privacy issues of cryptocurrencies, Mix-ZK can also improve the
efficiency of the network. Instead of having to re-execute the operations of a transaction,
miners can simply derive proofs from each other, which can compress the amount of
information to a great extent and significantly increase the throughput of the network.

DCS is also moving towards a platform. It is committed to using various applications built on
the platform to protect the privacy and data security of its users. For example, when using
smart contracts to handle bidding and auction business, both parties to the transaction also
do not want the bid amount to be published on the blockchain for anyone to find out until
the bidding and tendering is over. The secrecy of this information is very important in many
business scenarios.

DCS is a cross-chain anonymity protocol based on BSC that is compatible with multi-chain
operation. BSC has convenient programmability, EVM compatibility, low fees and efficient
cross-chain performance, which helps DCS to perform multi-chain deployments and capture
more funds and traffic from other chains, significantly increasing the class of DCS blended
assets and lowering the barrier of access for users.
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2. What is DCS
2.1 Decentralized cryptographic credentialing system
DCS is a decentralized cross-chain cryptographic credential protocol based on the
Decentralized Data Crypto System (DCS) of the BSC ecosystem, which is an "indefinite
anonymous cryptographic credential" without a third-party trust base. It adopts zeroknowledge concise non-interactive knowledge arguments (zk-SNARK) and hybrid data
structure to guarantee the anonymity of credential holders, the privacy of message
transmission, and the privacy of data structure at the same time.
DCS system also supports cross-chain, not only the assets in BSC ecosystem can use DCS
system, when DCS system completes deployment in other public chains such as Ether, Solana,
etc., these on-chain assets will also be able to use DCS system across chains. It combines
security, privacy, convenience, complexity, and incentive for a new generation of anonymity
system with BSC cross-chain, efficiency and low-cost advantages, and is an application
service-oriented anonymity privacy protocol that supports cross-chain.

1) Convenience: operate directly from your mobile wallet software and interact
with the smart contract on the chain without completing complex registration
and verification procedures.

2) Privacy: With a fixed denomination, each encrypted credential issued by the user
is of a standardized denomination, and the user enters and leaves the same
amount.

3) Security: DCS security is proportional to the number of nodes and the number of
credentials, and DCS can achieve the highest security when the number of nodes
present in the smart contract > 21 and the number of credentials > 100.

4) Incentive: To ensure privacy and complexity, the DCS platform has designed a
user incentive system of "open credential mining" and "node governance" to
incentivize users who are bullish on this demand and those who have the need
to protect the privacy of digital assets to share the revenue of the DCS platform
through The DCS platform's revenue is shared through behavioral mining and
liquidity pledge mining.
5

Figure 1: DCS platform anonymity logic

2.2 DCS technology Core
The core algorithm of the DCS encryption credential protocol is the Mix-ZK protocol, which
combines the principles of "mixed data structure" and "zero-knowledge concise noninteractive knowledge argumentation (zk-SNARK)", which significantly improves the
efficiency of the DCS protocol while guaranteeing user anonymity, message transmission
privacy, and data structure privacy. This significantly improves the efficiency of the DCS
protocol, while guaranteeing user anonymity, message transmission privacy, and data
structure privacy.

2.2.1 Hybrid zero-knowledge proof technique
DCS uses the unique Mix-ZK protocol to check the availability of user transaction funds
without disclosing user identity and specific asset information in their accounts to network
participants, increasing the speed of anonymous transactions by more than 20% to 50%. At
the same time, the anonymity is significantly improved by mixing the on-chain link between
deposit and withdrawal addresses compared to other coin-mixing schemes. zk-SNARK is an
already grounded and applied demonstration of the "zero-knowledge proof" theory in the
blockchain. The two most compelling zero-knowledge technologies on the market today are
zk-STARKs and zk-SNARKs. zk-SNARKs have the largest pool of developers, published code,
projects, and developers actively working on the technology compared to zk-STARKs. It is
estimated that SNARKs require only 24% oftheGAS required for STARKs, and it is much
cheaper to trade pairs with SNARKs. The proof size of SNARKs is much smaller than STARKs,
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and it requires less on-chain storage. Mix-ZK uses, the SNARKs model, so DCS is a high
performance and lightly deployed privacy anonymity protocol.

Mix-ZK's zero-knowledge proof protocol uses an interactive approach.

1. Linear operational properties of elliptic curves

Allows operation verification of encrypted messages directly, without the need to
decrypt the message to verify it.

Simple example.

Let P = p G; Q= q G; R= r*G,

and the unencrypted data p, q, r has the following relation: 3p + 5q = 7r,

Then we compute the encrypted data encrypt (3p + 5q), which is also equal to encrypt(7r),
i.e., 3P + 5Q = 7R
The verification process does not require unpacking p,q,r, so no data is leaked.

2. KEA (knowledge-of-exponent assumption)

Elliptic curve cryptography is based on the fact that if there is a point P * k = Q, it is very
difficult to guess k knowing only (P, Q), a property that will make it impossible, given
another point R on the curve, to calculate another point R = k unless one knows that C is
related to P in some way C = h* P, it is impossible to compute another point R = k* C( k is
too hard to guess, but if we know h in C = h*P then it can get R = h* Q from P = k *Q ).

Thus, if there is a person A who only discloses (P, Q), where P = k*Q, k is kept secret, another
person B proposes another pair of points (R,S) claiming that they satisfy R = k*S, i.e.,
representing that B must know the secret k, but a third party can verify it without knowing
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k, i.e., computing e(R,Q) = e(S,P), both of which are equal to e(R,P)*k :Thus the fact that A
and B share the same secret k can be confirmed.

If a single transaction is separately encoded and recorded in a smart contract, then just
checking the field changes can link the depositor to the originator, and the anonymity effect
is not outstanding. To this end, DCS uses a wormhole data structure to encrypt connected to
the smart contract throughout, significantly improving anonymity. The Mix-ZK protocol is a
new upgrade to the zk- SNARK protocol, which is a high-performance zero-knowledge proof
technology.

2.2.2 DCS wormhole data structure
If use zk-SNARK alone cannot achieve a on-chain stash, since the data structure of smart
contracts is publicly available and a single transaction is separately encoded and recorded in
a smart contract, then just checking the field changes can link the depositor to the originator,
and the anonymity is not significant.

To this end, we use a mixed-sample set, where anyone who transfers an asset into the
contract to produce an encrypted credential is added to a growing data structure that is
protected throughout by the cryptographic algorithm, and only someone using zk-SNARK
who knows the key to a particular credential can verify that the key is indeed listed in the
data structure by using zk-SNARK and transmitting the encrypted key into the contract. The
entire process, including the complete encryption of the key and the data structure, is
locked, so there is no way to know which transmitter the key belongs to.

To make it easier to understand, we use a model argument. The zero-knowledge scheme
used by DCS relies on Merkle Tree to hold Commitment (user transaction credentials). The
zero - knowledge proof code generated by a user's transaction is represented by Note,
including the amount V transferred and a random number. Note has two external
representations: a Commitment, and a Nullifier. Commitment and Nullifier are both
generated by different Hash functions. Commitment represents a single amount transfer
and Nullifier represents a single withdrawal. For a Note, both Commitment and Nullifier are
unique. Because Commitment and Nullifier are the result of a Hash, even if the two data are
public, no one else can infer that there is a connection between Commitment and Nullifier.
Provide a Commitment that can indicate that a transfer was made (the exact information is
unknown to others); provide the corresponding Nullifier that would be able to withdraw.
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The DCS system takes all the Commitment (cm) and forms a Merkle tree. When a user need
to withdraw a certain cm, he must provide zero-knowledge proof to the smart contract of
DCS, i.e., the user has a Note and can generate a cm, and this cm is in the Merkle tree with
rt as the root; using the same Note information, he can generate a Nullfier, and this Nullfier
has not been generated before. When withdrawing money, the sender sends the
information about the zero-knowledge proof to the DCS under the chain, and the DCS
submits the proof-related information to the smart contract, which verifies and transfers the
money to the receiver. One of the more critical aspects of the access process is the creation
of the stealth address transaction. First, the public parameters involved are described as, q
denotes a prime number; F denotes a finite field; d denotes an element in a finite field; E is
an elliptic curve; G denotes a base point; and l denotes a prime number of the base point.

The payer wants to pay the payer, and the payer performs a Diffie-Hellman exchange to get
the (public key) corresponding to the payee's standard bitcoin address (A, B). The payer
generates a random number r ∈ [1, l-1] and computes the one-time public key P =
SHA256(rA)G + B.

The payer uses P as the target key for the output, calculates R = rG, and then packages this
number R in the transaction, for example by placing it in the OP_ RETURN metadata in the
input section of the bitcoin transaction. Note that the payer can use other payees' public
keys to create other outputs: different payees' keys (Ai, B using the same: can generate
different Pi payers to send this transaction.

The recipient checks each transaction using his private key (a,b) and computes P' = SHA256
(aR)G + B. If the recipient is in a transaction created by the payer as an output, then the
recipient can compute aR = arG = rA,so P' = P.

The recipient can recover the associated one-time private key. the calculation is shown in
Equation 4.14. So P = xG. He can use this output by signing the transaction with x.

x = SHA256(aR) + b = SHA256(axG) + b = SHA256(xA) + b
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In the DCS network, the transaction output or input is represented as the Pedersen
commitment rG + vH. G and H are random points on the elliptic curve and are public
parameters of the blockchain. v is the UTXO value and r is the blind factor and is the UTXO
key. rG value is the corresponding public key. DCS uses the Pedersen commitment to

obfuscate sensitive transaction information rather than displaying the transaction value in
plaintext. The Pedersen promise allows the use of basic algorithms to verify transactions.

2.2.3 Fixed denomination guarantees anonymity
Due to the zero-knowledge proof feature, we cannot integrate various amounts of vouchers
into one contract. If the encrypted credential amount is not fixed, then the claim may reflect
specific transaction records based on the amount itself, so we choose to fix the credential
amount to a standardized denomination to protect privacy.
For the sake of understanding, suppose that users A, B and C have deposited 2580U, 600U
and 150U of assets to the smart contract, respectively, and they have retrieved their assets
via credentials [y1, y2, y3] and a record is formed on the chain. If B and C conspire, then A's
deposit balance in account H1 is compromised.

Therefore, we split the 2580U as follows.

2540 = p*1000+q*500+r*20, where p=2, q=1, r=4. We encrypt [2,1,4], and the chain
transaction records are uniformly represented as p*1000+q*500+r*20 pattern, thus
achieving the best anonymity.
In the initial stage, we support four digital currencies: BNB, USDT and BUSD, and the
Decentralized Crypto Credential System (DCS), in BNB provides 4 denominations of 5, 50,
500 and 2,500, in USDT provides 4 denominations of 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and 500,000,
and in DCS supports 4 denominations of 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000. Users can use different
contracts according to their needs, and subsequent changes (add/remove) can be made
through the DCS autonomous organization.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of voucher opening and redemption collection
on the DCS platform
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3.DCS basic functions
3.1 Issuing Credential and receipt of Credential
Users transferring their digital assets to the DCS Decentralized Platform will generate a
unique cryptographic credential, which is the only key to retrieve the digital assets, and there
is no means to retrieve it if it is lost. To retrieve the digital currency, the credential holder can
use the credential to withdraw it from the DCS decentralized platform to a specified address.
To significantly increase anonymity, DCS uses a hybrid pool, where anyone who transfers
assets intoa contract to generate encrypted credentials is added to a growing data structure
that is protected by encryption throughout, ensuring that no one else can link the depositor
to the originator.

3.2 Issuing Credential and Mining
To incentivize users to use DCS platform services and create complexity and revenue for the
platform, a behavioural mining mechanism has been designed, whereby when a user issues
a crypto credential, he or she is rewarded with DCS platform coins within that block, which
can be pledged for profit or participate in governance. Credential mining accounts for 30% of
the total issue and is generated every 7,200 BSC blocks in one settlement unit, called an
"Interval", which is allocated in proportion to the total equity earned by each user during that
period. Equity is calculated according to the formula:
“Denomination * Weight * Price”
The mining mechanism adopts a deflationary model of halving the production in cycles,
where the initial user participation will result in a higher number of DCS, and as the user
usage increases, they will continue to receive a fee share. Every 5,184,000 BSC blocks are
highly deflated, called a Period, with each period estimated to be approximately 6 months,
with the first period allocating 6,300 DCS per sector, the second period producing 50% of
the first period’s DCS, the third period producing 25%, and so on.
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3.3 Pledge profit – sharing function
Each time the DCS platform function is used, an additional 0.2% of the face value of the
credentials will be charged, and based on the spirit of sharing economy, it will be
proportionally distributed to all users who have pledged DCS platform coins, and the profits
will be distributed at any time. The pledge node types are crypto, shared, alliance, community,
governance, and ambassador nodes, and they are weighted by their contribution to the
distribution of DCS output per interval. halving model is the same as opening credential
mining, except that the node pledge allocates 8400 DCS per interval in the first cycle, and 40%
of the total DCS issue is produced by the node governance through liquidity pledge mining.
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4.DCS technology implementation details
4.1 Issuing credentials
Let a set B = {0, 1}, let “e” be a pairing operand in zk-SNARK, definable by a finite set of prime
“q” levels.
Let the function H1: B* → Zp be a Pedersen hash function, such that H2: (Zp, Zp) → Zp is a
MiMC function of [AGR+16] (this is a hash function which is quite suitable for zk-SNARK, this
function should conform to the MiMC definition of type 1 sponge operation in Feistel model.
Let “T”be a Merkle tree of order 20, each node being an H2 function with 2 nodes. Its initial
value is 0, after which it will be replaced by Zp asymptotically. Let the function O(T,1) be the
total number of all children between the node l and the root node of the Merkle tree T,
denoted as R.
We then generate two private keys k ∈ B248 as a nullifier (invalidator, also used in ZK- SNARK
anonymity chains such as ZCash), r ∈ B248 is a random number key, and we set the receiver's
BSC eco-chain address to be A, such that the function S [R, h, A, f, t] is a "knowledge" with
the following argument statement.
The holder knows that k, r ∈ B248, l ∈ B16, O ∈ Zp16 can satisfy h = H1(k) and O as H2(k||r)
for the open distance of the Merkel tree from node 1 to R. Where R,H,A,f,t are public
information, while “k”, “r” are private information, “ f ” is the fee, “ t ” is the surrogate taker
address ( which needs to be added if this feature is used), and || is the concatenation of two
data streams.
Let the function D = (dp, dv) be the proof verification key pair for S under the zk-SNARK
[pGro16] architecture, which is computed in a trustworthy manner. Let the function Prove
(dp, T,k, r, l, A, f, t) → P be the proof function using dp , and Verify(dvP,R, h, A, f,t) be the
function that verifies P .

Let C be a smart contract that has the following functions.
It can store the last n = 100 root node values, and the latter Merkel tree T in its operation,
also stores all node values from the beginning to the end in order to calculate the next root
node value.
It accepts currencies such as BNB/USDT/BUSD/DCS and their C ∈ Zp validation information,
the C value will be stored in the Merkle tree, while the distance from the most added node
to the root node will be recalculated, and the old root node will be additionally kept in the
14

history array.

It verifies that the specified proof function P is a proof of public knowledge such as (R, h, A,
f, t), and if it passes, it passes to the recipient the coin corresponding to address A with the
value of the credential denomination N minus the feef, and the feef is transmitted directly
to the address to f the surrogate claimant (if the surrogate claimant function is used).
It can verify whether a credential has been claimed or not, and through the nullifier check
can know whether it has been claimed to avoid attacks.

The steps for a user to issuing the credential are simple:

1.
Generate a set of random numbers “k”, “r” at the client side ∈ B 248 and compute C
= H1(k||r).

2.
Transfer the coin/coin value corresponding to the ticket amount and the calculated
C- value into the smart contract, it will be a 256Bit long integer and if the Merkle tree is not
full, the C-value will be added to the bottom of the Merkle tree as a new node.

4.2 Redemption credentials
The following steps are required for users to cash back their credentials into digital currency.

•

It is necessary to have a return address A and to determine that the face value of the ticket
is greater than the cost of the fee at that time.

•

Itis necessary to find the root node R from the root node stored in the smart contract and
compute the open distance O(l) of the Merkle tree.

•

Compute the nullifier hash h=H1(k).

•

Calculate the proof P (the Prove function for the corresponding dp can be called).

•

To start the retrieval process, you can retrieve it in any of the following ways

•

Directly from the caller the parameters R, h, A, f, t, P are transmitted to the smart contract
and the digital currency will be transmitted to the caller's address.
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•

After the proxy has passed the parameters R, h, A, f, t, P to the smart contract, and the proxy
has passed the parameters to the smart contract, the digital currency(N-f) will be deposited
to the address of the recipient A if the verification is passed, and the fee of f will be sent to
the address t of the proxy, and h (nullifier) will be recorded and cannot be reclaimed later.

4.3 DCS Operation Flow
1) The user uses the program code in the wallet to generate credential -related data,
including ticket stub keys, Mix-ZK information, etc., and deposits the equivalent
amount of DCS, USDT, BUSD or BNB and related information into a DCS smart
contract.
2) The DCS smart contract responds to the user with a credential receipt, which the user
must keep, along with the ticket stub key, and which can be redeemed by anyone
using this credential receipt.
3) When withdrawing an asset, the user can transmit the credential receipt, encoded
by the DCS wallet, to the DCS smart contract to request a withdrawal, and since this
receipt has been encoded by the DCS wallet prior to transmission, no one on the
network will be able to guess which credential this withdrawal instruction was issued
from.
4) The DCS smart contract uses the Mix-ZK algorithm to know whether the encrypted
withdrawal credential exists in the anonymous set of the hybrid database, and if it
does, it is a legitimate credential, and if not, it is not released.

Figure 4: DCS platform credential issuing and redemption process
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5. DCS logical architecture
The DCS is divided from bottom to top into BSC layer, data layer, network, and application
layer, with each layer clearly divided and working closely to get it to support an efficient crosschain anonymous protocol system for the DCS.
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5.1 BSC layer (multi-chain)
The BSC layer is based on the Binance Smart chain and supports cross-chain, layer 2
sidechains with the following underlying features.
The block out time should be shorter than the Ether time, for example 5 seconds or even
less. Only a limited amount of time is required to finalize the transaction, e.g. about 1 minute
or less.
As compatible as possible with Ethernet, including block structure and node model and
development tools. Equipped with an in-chain governance mechanism based on equity
pledges.
Users can create any tokenized financial products and digital assets on BSC or BC at will.
Compared to other hybrid coin protocols, the DCS system supports multi-chain, which means
that not only assets in the BSC ecosystem can use the DCS system, but when the DCS system
completes deployment on other public chains such as Ether, Solana, etc., the assets on these
chains will also be able to use the DCS system across chains. The DCS system will also be able
to capture more money and traffic from other chains by allowing users to trade native assets
directly on the platform.

5.2 Data layer
DCS is a distributed storage built on IPFS, and IPFS brings anonymity to the data layer of
storage and transport protocols to DCS. In DCS, large files are sliced into smaller chunks that
can be fetched from multiple servers simultaneously when downloaded, which can be well
adapted to content distribution networks (CDNs) and effectively avoid data silos. Sensitive
files. In DCS can also be abstracted into special IPFS directories, thus labeling a readable
filename (transparently mapped to an IPFS hash), which is accessed like HTTP to obtain a
directory index.

5.3 Network layer
From the network layer, the network protocol of DCS is based on IP layer, combining Mix idea
and P2P technology for low latency P2P anonymous communication system. The DCS
wormhole is used for data sending to achieve anonymity, and a P2P form of network
architecture and node management is used to enhance anonymity, scalability, and security
of the system. An address translation protocol called PNAT is used at the end of the IP tunnel
to take care of the IP address translation to avoid the risk of receiver discovery.
18

In the network layer, DCS enables an anonymous routing node selection algorithm to
prevent network discovery, and DCS temporarily selects N routing nodes through a
distributed algorithm, and each routing node keeps the public key,

5.4 Application layer
The DCS decentralized cryptographic credential system is also a comprehensive application
platform that can link related applications derived from anonymous business through API
interface, such as supply chain management platform, epidemic prevention and control,
bidding and public supervision and other important fields. In addition to the API interface,
the DCS application layer has servers to cope with high concurrent access requests. It will
form a cluster of servers to provide services to the outside world through load balancing
equipment, and when the load balancing equipment monitors that a certain application
server is not available through heartbeat detection and other means, it will remove it from
the cluster list and distribute there quests to other available servers in the cluster, so that
the whole cluster the application is highly available. Layer has its own wallet port, so users
can use their own wallets without having to download or register additional wallets or
exchanges, ensuring asset security.
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A fee of 0.2% will be charged per use of the decentralized crypto credential system for the
platform's revenue. To incentivize users to use this system while increasing the complexity
of the data structure, we have actively rewarded users and early participants by designing a
pass- through economy for platform coins, creating a shared pass-through economy that is
decentralized, stealthy, secure, and reciprocal for users.

6.1 DCS Platform Pass
DCS platform pass are issued based on the BSC eco-chain standard (hereinafter referred to
as DCS). 60 million pieces of DCS will be issued, of which 10% will be reserved for DCS
operations, 10% for technology development, 5% for the Foundation, 5% for pre-market
circulation, and 70% for the remaining output from the DCS mining mechanism, which adopts
the same concept as Bitcoin and halves the issue volume occasionally, to ensure the
advantage of early adopters and maintain the deflation model. The DCS community retains
output in sync with the mining mechanism, i.e., the community maintains a 2.5:7 ratio with
mining at any point in time to ensure the fairness and stability of the entire DCS community.

The DCS has the following functions.
1) Community Governance Function: After a certain number of DCS are issued in the
future, holders can vote on the relevant governance parameters, including but not
limited to coin denomination, number of interests, fees, and profit-sharing ratio.
2) Community Improvement Function: The DCS platform allows new coins with BSC
ecosystem specifications to be added to the shelves. Applicants must pledge a certain
amount of DCS, and after reaching consensus through community voting, the
amount of DCS will be destroyed, and new contracts supporting the new coins can
be added, and the DCS community can share a certain degree of the applicant's coins'
fees, and the related costs will be jointly resolved by the applicant and the DCS
community.
3) Revenue sharing function: The DCS platform charges an additional 0.2% commission
per transaction as the revenue of the DCS platform. 40% of this revenue is deducted
from the development team's operation, and the remaining 60% is fully allocated to
community coin holders and sharers according to the pledge ratio and contribution,
in order to reward the community participants who participate in mining and
pledging.
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6.2 DCS mining mechanism
There are two segments of DCS mining: issue credential eco-mining and node mining.

6.2.1 Issue Credential and Eco-mining
DCS adopts an open credential-as-mining model, which is a behavioral incentive model, and
each time a credential is opened the DCS platform will charge an additional 0.2% fee in order
to incentivize users to open credentials and give DCS passes as user rebates. Credential
opening mining accounts for 30 per cent of the total issue, and the mining model is as
follows.
1) Block Bonus: Every 7,200 BSC blocks are generated in one settlement unit, called an
"Interval", and are allocated in proportion to the total number of entitlements earned by each
user during that period.

2) Cycle Halving: Production is halved at a high level every 5,184,000 BSC blocks, known
as a "Period" (Period), with each Period estimated to last approximately 6 months,
with the first period allocated 6,300 DCS per interval, the second period producing
50% of the first period's DCS, the third period producing 25%, and so on.
3) Total Equity Calculation: Equity is calculated based on different currencies, Equity is
equal to Denomination * Weight * Price, and the percentage of Equity obtained by
the user in each range to the total Equity, currently USDT, BUSD, BNB and DCS are
supported. The calculation and weights are shown below. Equity number formula:
Ei=Di × Wi × Pi

If user P participates in opening credential mining the number of DCS available per interval
is Op Interval DCS Calculation formula:

Ep: the number of entitlements obtained from the opening of vouchers by the user. ΣEi: the
sum of the number of interests of all users, Ni the total number of DCS generated in the
interval.
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Table 6: Calculation of the number of interests in each currency
Total inter-zone DCS calculation

4) The formula for the number of DCS issuances per interval for the open voucher board
is as follows: Ni =M × Rp × 2-(T+1) ÷ 720

T = number of cycles; DCS is released every 7,200 BSC block heights and every 5,184,000
block heights is a cycle, so a total of 720 distributions in a cycle; M = total issue of 60 million;
Rpis reserved for open voucher mining, currently at 30%.
According to the above formula, the first cycle will start with an initial interval of 6,300 DCS
per allotment to users who participate in voucher mining. Subsequent production is halved
every 5,184,000 BSC blocks, called a "Period" (Period), with each Period estimated to last
approximately 6 months, the second Period dispensing 3,150 DCS at a time, the third Period
producing 1,575 DCS, and soon.
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6.2.2 Node Governance Mining
40% of the total DCS issuance is produced by node governance through liquidity pledge
mining. The node types are classified as crypto, shared, federated, community, governance,
and ambassador nodes. Different nodes distribute the DCS output of each interval in a
weighted manner according to their contribution.
The interval allocation model is as follows.
1. Block Bonus: Every 7,200 BSC blocks are generated in one settlement unit, called an
"Interval", and are allocated in proportion to the total number of entitlements earned
by each user during that period.
2. Cycle Halving: Production is halved at a high level every 5,184,000 BSC blocks, known
as a "Period" (Period), with each Period estimated to last approximately 6 months,
with the first Period allocating 8,400 DCS per interval, the second Period producing
50% of the first Period's DCS, the third Period producing 25%, and so on.
3. Different nodes are weighted by contribution to allocate the DCS of each interval
output.

Figure 6: DCS release speed
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6.3 DCS distribution mechanism
The value of DCS is based on the services of decentralized cryptographic credential system
and future commercial applications in more data privacy protection areas. SNARK" principle,
while guaranteeing user anonymity, message transmission privacy, and data structure
privacy. It can protect participants from information leakage in specific application scenarios,
such as anonymous voting, payment, charity, auction, medical, file storage, etc. The price of
the DCS was left entirely to the market, and a total of 60,000,000 units of the DCS were
issued.
70% is generated by mining: 30% of this is issue credential and eco-mining and 40% is nodegoverned liquidity pledge mining.
30% is reserved for the founding team and early participants: 10% of this goes to the original
technical team, 10% to the operations team, 5% to market circulation, and 5% is given to the
Foundation. The portion retained by the founding team is in a locked position, synchronized
with the rate generated by the mining mechanism.
Both the mining generated and the retained portion of the founding team are produced in
conjunction with the DCS mining mechanism, and the retained portion of the founding team
is not prioritized for the founding team and early participants, i.e., the2.5:7ratioofoutput is
maintained at all points in time to ensure fairness.

Figure 6: DCS distribution mechanism
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6.4 DCS economic model
Users who use the DCS platform to open crypto credentials pay an additional 0.2%
commission, of which 40% is allocated to the original DCS technical team and 60% is
allocated to community users, according to the percentage of DCS pledges. If the DCS is not
pledged, users can also withdraw it to an external exchange for trading.
Because the mining mechanism takes the deflationary model of halving the cycle production,
the user participation in the early stage will be able to obtain a larger number of DCS, and
with the increase in user usage, will be able to continue to obtain the fee share, truly
reflecting the spirit of the sharing economy, we believe that this economic model will be able
to effectively attract user participation, help users who need hidden protection, and
eventually no longer rely on the generation of DCS to give incentives, becoming a perfect
economic system.

Figure 6: Economic Model
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7. Use cases
DCS is mainly moving towards more efficient real-time payments and private payments
that protect the untraceability of user transactions. The Mix-ZK protocol ensures that the
sender is untraceable, the receiver is untraceable, the communication protocol is
encrypted, and new transactions are doubly encrypted, making the transactions
untraceable for inquiries. Users can access the system through APIs and SDKs provided by
DCS, thus becoming a DCS partner to provide payment channels for mainstream digital
currencies and can easily query the transaction information of the payment channels.
In terms of epidemic control, DCS uses technologies such as ZK-SNARK and hybrid data
structures to ensure that the blockchain is used to "track data transfers, recover data, and
maintain data ownership and return it to the patients themselves" while protecting privacy
and providing users with convenient, fast and secure digital testing services.
In terms of anonymous voting, DCS provides a voting API based on technologies such as ZKSNARK and hybrid data structures to support a traceable and anonymous e-voting scheme
using features such as in-chain tamper- evidence and open transparency. This solution
meets the basic security requirements of e-voting, allowing the verification of ballots
without relying on trusted counting centers and enables the tracking of malicious voters
while protecting the privacy of normal voters' identities.
DCS is expected to be able to cater to bidding and auction operations. Neither party to the
transaction also wants to publish the bid amount on the blockchain for anyone to find out
until the bidding and tendering is over. The secrecy of this information is very important in
many business situations. Using the bidding API provided by the DCS platform, the entire
process, including the key and data structure, is completely encrypted and will not be
unlocked, thus guaranteeing the anonymity of the user, the privacy of the message
transmission, and the privacy of the data structure.
In terms of ICO anonymity, due to the public ledger nature of the blockchain, the address of
participants' coin holdings and hit addresses are traceable. DCS will provide the ico dcs api,
when the tokens sent by users are mixed into the project's address, users cannot track
investor addresses, we believe this approach will enhance the security and motivation of
users to participate in ICOs. With DCS anonymity protocol deployed across chains, projects
on public chains such as BSC, ETH and SOL can achieve more private fundraising activities.
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8. Vision for the future
Blockchain DEFI is gradually being born and expanded. We will improve the practical
development of the anonymity and privacy protocol as soon as possible, and our V1 version
of the product is now out. When we have more users, we will provide more anonymity
applications based on DCS, including the implementation of the anonymity and privacy in
Electronic Service (APES) project report of the Belgian research institute. communication,
anonymous publishing, anonymous browsing, anonymous payment, anonymous voting,
anonymous auctions, and legal, etc.

DCS1.0 was the starting point of our project, and we are happy to share theDCS2.0vision.

In DCS 2.0, more forms of assets than just BSC assets will be able to be coin-mixed in DCS,
including SOl, ADA, and FTM ecosystem assets. At the same time, we hope that the 2.0
release will meet regulatory compliance requirements by providing more optional
algorithms and regulatory protections, with some sort of process to facilitate regulatory
review when a regulatory process is initiated.
No innovative activity is possible without the situation created by the predecessors, without
which no vision of DCS could have been realized. Satoshi Nakamoto's invention of Bitcoin
opened a whole new era, along with the emergence of the Interstellar File System IPFS,
which inspired later generations to revisit the HTTP-based WEB 3.0 system, and the
implementation of Monroe and Darcy coins in mixed coin technology gave us more
inspiration. the DCS team pays tribute to all our predecessors for paving the way forward for
DCS innovation.
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9. Disclaimer and Risk Warning
9.1

Disclaimers

This document is for informational purposes only and the contents of this document are for
informational purposes only and do not constitute any recommendation, solicitation or
invitation to buy or sell shares or securities in DCS and its related companies.

The contents of this document shall not be construed as compelling participation in a public
offering of Tokens. Nothing done in connection with this White Paper shall be considered
participation in the Token Public Offering, including requesting a copy of this White Paper or
sharing this White Paper with others. Participation in the Token Public Offering means that
the Participant has met the age criteria, has full civil capacity, and that all Participants have
volunteered and have a clear and necessary understanding of DCS.

The DCS team will continually make reasonable attempts to ensure that the information in
this white paper is true and accurate. During development, the platform may be updated,
and parts of the document may be adjusted accordingly in new versions of the white paper
as the project progresses, and the team will make updates available to the public by posting
announcements on the website or in new versions of the white paper.

Participants are urged to obtain the latest version of the White Paper in a timely manner and
to adjust their decisions in a timely manner based on the updates. DCS expressly disclaims
any liability for damages resulting from any action taken by Participants as a result of (a)
reliance on the contents of this document, and (b) inaccuracies in the information contained
herein. The team will make every effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the document,
however, based on the existence of force majeure, the team cannot fully make a
commitment to completion.

DCS Tokens are an important tool for the performance of the Platform and are not an
investment. none of the DCS Tokens, as cryptographic tokens used in the DCS Platform, are
any of the following categories of currency of any kind:
securities; (b) equity interests in legal entities; (c) stocks, bonds, notes, warrants, certificates
or other instruments granting any rights.
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The DCS Token may not have any value, and the Team makes no commitment to its
appreciation and is not responsible for the consequences of any increase or decrease in its
value, depending on the laws of the market and the needs of the application when it is
implemented. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the team shall not be liable
for damages and risks arising from participation in the Token Public Offering, including but
not limited to direct or indirect personal damages, loss of business profits, loss of business
information or any other economic loss.

The DCS platform complies with any regulations and industry self-regulatory affirmations,
etc., that are conducive to the health of the industry. By participating, participants will fully
accept and comply with such checks.

The DCS Platform clearly communicates the possible risks to the Participants and by
participating in the Token Public Offering, the Participant confirms that he/she understands
and acknowledges the description of the terms and conditions in the Rules and accepts the
potential risks of the Platform at his/her own risk.

9.2

Risk Warning

The DCS Project White Paper must be read carefully before participating in this project. You
should not participate in this project unless you fully understand all of the contents of the
DCS Project White Paper and the risks of possible failure. By participating, participants
understand and accept the risks of the project and voluntarily assume all consequences and
possible losses at their own risk.

To participate in the DCS Token Pre-Sale purchase (i.e., digital asset exchangers), please read
the DCS White Paper carefully to fully understand the technical features of DCS, the riskbenefit characteristics of the Pre-Sale, and be aware that the DCS Project will not offer the
return of exchanged digital assets or the withdrawal of cash under any circumstances.

The DCS team will use the digital assets raised by the pre-sale wisely and disclose them
regularly, as disclosed in the white paper. But no matter how well thought out, there will
always be risks, and the risks predicted so far, including possible transaction risks,
coordination risks, security risks, policy risks, etc., are.
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9.2.1 Transaction risk
As a digital currency asset, DCS tokens are traded with high uncertainty. Since there is no
strong regulation in the field of digital asset trading, digital currencies are subject to risks
such as sharp rises and falls, and investors should choose properly according to their own
situation and experience.

9.2.2 Integration risk
The DCS team will spare no effort to achieve all the development objectives set out in the
White Paper. The team currently has a well-established technical and commercial team,
however, there are unforeseen factors and uncertainties in the development of technology
and other matters, and there is a possibility that the existing business model and integrated
thinking may not be well aligned with market demand, which may make it difficult to achieve
profitability or fall short of investors ‘expectations.

9.2.3 Security risks
Digital cryptocurrencies are anonymous, difficult to trace and other characteristics, which
can be easily exploited by criminals. Investors are advised to fully understand the background
of the team, know the overall framework and ideas of the project, reasonably anticipate their
psychological expectations and affordability, and participate rationally and cautiously before
deciding to participate.

9.2.4 Policy risks
Currently, the regulatory policies of some countries around the world regarding the financing
and operation of blockchain projects are unclear, and there is a certain possibility that
participants may lose money due to policy changes. At the same time, blockchain technology
has become an important target of regulation in major countries around the world, and if
regulatory bodies intervene or exert influence, DCS platforms and their DCS tokens may be
affected, hindering, or even directly terminating their development.
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